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Why do over 2,000 corporations and 100,000+ sales & field 
service reps rely on Resco?

Everything truly mobile, offline capable, 
an easy user interface to work with, 
and quick turnarounds; our staff voted 
Resco Mobile CRM as the best invest-
ment of the year.

— Primary ITO

High flexibility in customizations  
& branding  — create custom 
objects, design dashboards, edit 
colors or fonts and more

True offline, no compromises — 
work with real-time Salesforce data 
— even when there is no or slow 
connectivity

Fast synchronization — choose 
manual & background sync, auto-
sync or delayed schema publishes 

Mobile audit & analytics — track 
by whom, when, where and how 
exactly operations have taken place



Resco’s mobile app not only brings 
the full offline capability to Salesforce 
users and their data. The app is also 
fully integrated with Salesforce! It 
allows your sales/field service teams 
to be in a remote location and still be 
productive. 

— Rakesh Gupta,  
 Salesforce MVP & community influencer

Device security — protect your and 
your customer’s data by more than 
just user’s pin

Offline maps & route planning —
display any object on a map, create 
custom pins, map layers and plan 
daily routes

Multimedia & document 
management — enrich your 
Salesforce data with rich media files 
(PDF, PNG, AVI, MS Word, MS Excel…)

Offline reports with digital signature 
 — generate a report at each field 
service/sales visit or an inspection

Save costs & your programmer’s time 
— create a tailor-made app with no 
code for a very reasonable price

All platforms, all devices, all licenses 
— the app runs on iOS, Android, 
Windows phones & tablets and 
works with all Salesforce licenses

$



The user experience with Resco Mobile CRM has 
proven to be a joy and ease to work with. After all, 
having a completely unified look on all platforms is 
key. 

“I don’t know another approach that’s 
as quick and easy to deploy like Resco 
Mobile CRM. The speed in which you 
can personalize the solution, the fact 
that it’s cross-platform right out-of-the-
box is great.”

— Boehringer Ingelheim (Merial), France

Make a difference in the life of a field service or a sales rep

Acquiring sound and secure access to CRM data can 
be a real challenge even in today’s modern society. 

In Nigeria, Heineken sales reps work in the field 
with no internet connection, often for several days at 
a time.

Get in touch! 

www.resco.net / salesforce@resco.net

Follow us: @RescoMobileCRM @RescoDevelopers  linkedin.com/company/resco-net
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“We needed to give the sales repre-
sentatives a tool that would structure 
and simplify their work. It was critical 
to provide them with a solution they 
could use to plan and make their sales 
calls (visits). At the same time the input 
data would give the back office import-
ant market and performance insights.”

— Heineken, Nigeria


